
Film Tourism
Utah’s unique landscapes — from the salt desert to the Rockies’ peaks 
to red rocks of all shapes — has been a popular backdrop for filmmakers 
since the era of Hollywood’s beloved Westerns. On screen, Utah has 
slipped into countless roles, sometimes as different states or even 
different planets.

Scenic Drives 
Utah’s 28 national scenic byways cover hundreds of kilometers of 
impressive travel experiences filled with trailheads, scenic overlooks, 
museums, local flavors, and vibrant communities where tourists can 
stop for the night or hook up their RV.

Dark Skies
Utah boasts the highest concentration of certified International Dark 
Sky Parks in the world. Whether you are experiencing the world of 
dark skies for the first time or want a full astro tourism itinerary, Utah’s 
opportunities are transformational. Astro tourism provides unique 
experiences off the beaten path and doesn’t depend on seasonality 
as visitors can experience the wonder of the skies throughout the year.
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Mighty Five
Utah's Mighty 5 national parks are some of the most magnificent 
national parks anywhere. These travel regions beckon visitors to 
immerse themselves further in nearby state parks, national 
monuments, and small towns as well.
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® Greatest Snow on Earth 
Aside from having The Greatest Snow on Earth, what sets Utah apart 
from other skiing locations is easy access. Of Utah's 15 resorts, 10 are 
within an hour of Salt Lake City International Airport and two ski 
resorts are within a short distance to our Southern Utah classics.
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Centrally located in the American 
West, Utah is an excellent gateway
 to exploring the region. Utah is easily 
accessible to the world via Salt Lake 
City International Airport along with 
Las Vegas’ Harry Reid International 
Airport for slightly closer access to 
Southern Utah sites. 

Utah—the must-see destination 
of the American West.

•  Five iconic U.S. national parks
•  Nine national monuments
•  44 state parks
•  15 world-renowned ski resorts
•  24 International Dark-Sky Parks and Places
•  28 scenic byways
•  Many other lesser-known scenic destinations

Utah is a land of both variety and harmony. 
Its wealth of features offers inspiration to both 
residents and visitors. Utah. Life Elevated.®

Scan this QR code to learn more 
about Utah, see what’s new in the state, 
and browse photos and videos.

There are lots of ways to minimize 
your impact, while maximizing 
your experience. This is a shared 
travel ethos we call Forever Mighty. 
Learn More: visitutah.com/forever
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